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Summary 

As a result of the widespread of higher education and the government’s active promotion of 

the creative and design industries, industrial design (hereafter referred to as “ID”) graduate 

schools are receiving numerous applications from students from programs outside of the ID 

program (hereafter referred to as “ non-ID majors”). However, ID is a subject that demands both 

practical experience as well as the understanding of theories, the former of which is rarely covered 

in ID graduate schools, which emphasize research and theories and often reduce or even omit 

practice-related courses. Therefore, for non-ID majors, the lack of practice-related courses might 

lead the significant skill differences between themselves and those from ID programs, diminishing 

their competitiveness upon graduation. Therefore, improving the competitiveness and lack of 

expertise of non-ID majors are issues that must be resolved in the current ID education.  

In this study, household products such as toasters and simple-looking speakers were selected 

as test topics for various experiments. Expert assessment and motion analysis were used to assess 

an image-copying experiment and a design experiment. Comparisons were made between 

master’s students from daytime ID programs and non-ID majors (who had not received related 
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training from the ID core curriculum) to determine skill differences during the concept 

development stage as well as to explore related influence factors. The study result may be used as 

referential information by ID graduate schools for course planning and by non-ID majors 

interested in studying in the ID field. 

The image-copying experiment was divided into two parts: a sketch-based image-copying 

experiment (hereafter abbreviated as “sketch-based experiment”) and a computer-based 

image-copying experiment (hereafter abbreviated as a “computer-based experiment”). An expert 

assessment was developed in which “display of product shape and style”, “technique 

demonstrated in the sketch-based experiment”, and “overall degree of completion” were set as the 

primary indicators of assessment. Regarding the computer-based experiment, assessment 

indicators comprised “object model”, “rendering of object”, and “overall degree of completion”. 

Concerning the design experiment, it was divided into three stages consisted of “concept 

sketching”, “model making”, and “computer graphics”; variables “design knowledge”, “design 

skills”, “design concepts / creativity”, “design integration” , and “overall comment” were set as 

the primary indicators of assessment. In addition, the differences in product appearance for the 

different stages were evaluated. With respect to the motion analysis, a video backtracking method 

was utilized to facilitate analyses of the frequency at which the six types of coding (i.e., shift, 

control, materialization, abstraction, modification, and review) occurred. 

The multivariate analysis results showed that because many non-ID majors took tutoring 

courses on sketching (in which tests had to be written) offered by the graduate schools, they 

demonstrated a sketching ability comparable the ID-major students. Regarding the 

computer-based experiment, significant differences were observed between the two student groups 

in “object model” and “overall degree of completion”. Because of influence factors such as 

“current grade level of master’s degree”, “whether students were from the university ID program”, 

and “whether students participated in design competitions”, the overall degree of completion was 

significantly higher for ID majors than the other group. 

The design experiment results showed that because most non-ID majors took design-related 

tutoring courses (in which tests had to be written) and that they possessed adequate sketch ability 

and design-related knowledge, no significant differences were observed between them and ID 

majors during the concept sketching stage. In addition, no significant differences were observed 

between the two student groups during the model making stage. However, significant differences 

were observed in the interaction between current grade level of master’s degree and whether 
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students were from the university ID program, and that between non-ID majors those who had 

taken foundation design courses demonstrated a stronger model-making ability than those who did 

not. Regarding the computer graphics stage, no significant differences were observed between the 

students from the two student groups. Nevertheless, when the factor of influence was current 

grade level of master’s degree, significant differences were observed in design concept / creativity. 

Moreover, during the study period, students who participated in design competitions displayed 

superior results in design knowledge, design skills, design concepts / creativity, and design 

integration than those who had not participated in design competitions; the difference was 

significant. Therefore, this study surmised that design competition is positively correlated with 

computer graphics and improvements in 3D model-making abilities. 

The differences in design skills between non-ID majors were all greater than those between 

students from the ID program, especially during the concept sketching and model making stages. 

This study surmises that this may be because of the lack of practices and practical experience 

among non-ID majors, which resulted in their weaker ability to “materialize” abstract concepts. 

Nonetheless, the motion analysis results showed no significant differences between the two groups 

of students during the concept sketching stage. By contrast, due to non-ID majors’ lack of 

model-making experiences, they performed poorly in thinking time (t) and materialization (c) in 

comparison to ID students: the difference was significant. For the computer graphics stage, 

because non-ID majors were less familiar with computer graphics software, their thinking time 

and searches for drawing instructions (t) were significantly higher than those of ID students. The 

analysis results indicated that the frequencies at which computer graphics operations were made 

and the order in which they were made were not correlated with students’ learning background. 

Since design projects have become increasingly complex, ID majors must possess not only 

professional skills but also the ability to respond to changing trends in the future. At present, the 

professional industry remains under the impression that ID majors possess inadequate 2D and 3D 

computer graphics skills. With the number of students studying in the ID program growing by the 

day, schools are recommended to adjust their course content, provide design practice-based 

university courses and computer graphics-related courses, and host additional design competitions 

to non-ID majors. These endeavors will enhance students’ hands-on experience and improve their 

computer graphics skills, elevating their competitiveness in the employment market in the future. 
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